
Product benefits
Machine Blended pre-mixtured powder ensures consistent
quality for a long-lasting durability. Paints do not peel.
Does not require primer for new cement plastered surface.
Excellent workability for speedy application.
White color offers an option to reduce painting costs.
surfaces highly durable and weather & water resistant
Weather and water-resistant HAWKS WALL FINISH protects
the surface and impervious to termites.

WHITE CEMENT BASED SURFACE FINISHING PLASTER

Mixing Procedure

SURFACE PREPARATION

HAWKSWALL FINISH is premixed white powder for smooth
finishing. Crack free & water-resistant coat to be applied over
cement plastered surface. HAWKSWALL FINISH required only
addition of clean water for mixing. It is designed to bond any
cement-based surface.
HAWKSWALL FINISH is water resistant hence HAWKS
WALL FINISHED plaster withstands dampness, moisture and is
suitable for using Indoor and Outdoor.

Add Hawks Wall Finish to a bucket containing clean water, mixing uniformly to
achieve the required thick creamy consistency. 
The mixing ratio is 10 kg Hawks Wall Finish and approximately 3.5 to 4 lit. of
water. The pot life is about 1 ½ hours after mixing.
Do not add water to mixture that has begun to set.
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All surfaces should be structurally sound, clean, free from dust & loose particles. 
Imperfections of surface such as cracks, holes, voids should be repaired before the
application of Hawks Wall Finish.

Note: The information given in this literature is in good faith, but without warranty as conditions of storage and use vary and are beyond our control.



Application Procedure

Surface should be evenly wetted and should be moist at the time of application to
avoid suction. 
Trowel/Painter’s putty knife should be used to apply Hawks Wall Finish. Hawks
Wall Finish should be evenly spread on the surface with sufficient pressure ensuring a
tight contact.
The thickness of initial coat should be approximately 1-1.5 mm. Allow first coat to
dry 3-5 hrs. and apply final coat. 
When final coat starts to dry, trowel it well while compacting the material
With sprinkled water. Water cure after 24 hrs, for 2-3 days. 
When the cured surface is dry, smoothen the surface by rubbing gently with a ‘0’
number sand or emery paper. Clean the surface with a piece of cloth to remove any
dust etc. and Hawks Wall Finish surface is ready for painting.

 

Packaging
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Note: The information given in this literature is in good faith, but without warranty as conditions of storage and use vary and are beyond our control.

20kg 40kg

Hawks Wall Finish is non-toxic and non-flammable, making it environment friendly.
Splashes of Hawks Wall Finish coming in contact with skin should be washed with
water for easy removal. If it comes in contact with eyes wash with plenty of water. If
irritation persists, obtain medical help.

 
SAFETY & ENVIRONMENT


